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Title: Groove Coaster - Chururi Chururira
Genre: Action
Developer:
TAITO CORP.
Release Date: 4 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows7/8.1/10 (64bit)

Processor: 2.0 GHz+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 400 MB available space

Additional Notes: Limited Offline Play (Steam login required every 7 days)

English,Japanese
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It's a pretty basic remake of the classic Minesweeper, but in 4 dimensions

Pros:
- it's 4D
- the "donut" field mode
- the "delta" mode for the numbers lets you exclude some trivial calcualtions

So-so:
- I recall a few similar games from the 2000s (e.g. Minefield 6D) which had all this stuff and even more features, e.g. 3D, and
5D+ fields. I still like that there is a game on Steam about 4D, finally (I can't wait until Miegacure comes out btw). Though this
game, since it's on Steam, should have at least to be better than free old apps out there..

Cons:
- frequent crashes in the recent update (after you start new game and click on cell (0, 0, 0, 0) it seems to always crash
- dull look, and all those "0" tiles which create clutter. Even the original Microsoft's game probably looked better than this one
- I'm pretty sure that using "Minesweeper" in the title is not allowed since the name is Microsoft's trademark. Even on Linux this
game was called "Mines" to avoid a lawsuit from M$
- left+right click should open all tiles around the clicked one, if the number of flagged tiles around it is the same as the number
on the tile - that's how the original Minesweeper worked

Overall: finally something 4D on Steam, but needs work. So far it looks like a shool\/student assignment, not ready for a
commercial release both in presentation and in feature set.. The games are well done it just feels a little bare like one room out
of a larger social VR experience. minus the social part.

I wouldn't Not recommend it. It's a decent time killer.. Very nice little game, great concept and challenging without frustration.

Very good effort, I would very much like to see more content added and the core concept developed further.

I strongly recommend that you buy this game and support this innovative developer.

Update:

I have now hit a wall which requires the use of spells \/ special powers and whilst i might have enough gems to buy one power
and this might be enough for now there is a microtransaction option here which is extremely inappropriate, as far as i am
concerned i have bought and unlocked all content in this game and nothing should be behind an additional pay wall.

I cannot over state how disappointed i am to see microtransactions in this product and as a result I have to change to my
recommendation, this is absolutely not ok.. This is a poorly optimised and buggy game. The gunplay is terrible and kills the
framerate so it\u2019s best to avoid combat. Unfortunately this gives you nothing to do but run aimlessly through the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 environment. Check it out in my first impressions video.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/plPw5docLNY
I said aimlessly because the game doesn\u2019t give you any direction or even a basic mini map. In a game with fast zombies
and ropey gunplay you might want to add some decent melee mechanics too. Just some kind of objective would be nice, because
like the zombies in the game, this is brainless, pointless and empty.. Amazing music, absolutely worth the wait as well as the
money spent.. Intresting take on classism. Played quite a bit more then the 2 hours offline.. The triangles!! Anything but the
triangles!

Sword n' Sworcery is a rather unusually titled game. But it's also a rather unusual game, too. Not that I know anything about
Superbrothers after having finished it, but I can safely say that calling the game an EP is actually pretty accurate... Gameplay is
overall limited, and you're here for the 'magic', the music, and the atmosphere. Keep an open mind here, S&S doesn't play quite
like any other game. You'll only be going through the game once, but if you finish it, it's a worthy experience as games go.
Really just the perfect game for people who want a stripped down adventure game which focuses less on gameplay and more on
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the feel of the experience.

Also- watch out for triangles firing lasers. Deadly things.. Great fun with unbelievable price to quality ratio. Dash around in a
cyberpunk style arena slashing your foes down with a single strike. Of course your opponents have also remembered to sharpen
their blades, and a single blow is lethal.

Pros:

+ Great visuals with surprising amount of detail paired with a pleasing style and well made graphics.
+ Audio works well with what is happening and music is amazing, altough there is not a lot of it.
+ Well thought out mechanics involving mixing close combat fighting with guns utilizing stamina and ammo.
+ Building up a combo spanning across multiple waves of enemies is challenging and almost puzzle-like.

Cons:

- No controller support/custom keybindings. Shift to aim and right click to dash? My poor brain can't figure that out sometimes
when a split-second decision is required.
- Starting gear is better than what you unlock. (Haven't gotten it all yet but halfway there, not a single new piece of gear is worth
my time.) They are cool and a breath of fresh air, but for building combo and surviving the starting gear is way better.
- The katana attack follows the direction of your movement and can't be aimed. While I do think that some people enjoy it this
way, after playing RUINER I just can't get used to just slightly running past an enemy and getting killed because of a miss. If
the attack had 8 directions instead of four it might feel better.

Overall a great game and most of the negatives that I mentioned are just personal dislikes. Akane is well worth your time and
money.

8/10. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f3ndxvKW0AQ

This is not a bad game, not much to it, nice atmosphere. The lack of a run feature kind of sucked but since it is a short game,
30mins that adding a run would cause it to be even quicker. There are bonus levels I have yet to try but I shall soon enough.
Definitely worth it when on sale. I loved the way it looked. In a genre filled with jumpscares this does not do that and acheives
its freaky style no problem.. RUFO: Thanks

Buff the nerf gun thx
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Inconsistent mess. If you like hard action combat games, play Sekiro, Dark Souls, Bloodborne, etc. They have much better
combat, level design, pacing, balancing, visuals, and overall quality.
While this game does have difficult encounters, they are mostly so because your character either dies in 1 hit, gets permanently
staggered, or paralysed. None of the boss encounters give the joy you experience while fighting a good boss in Souls, and when
defeated provide a sense of relief rather than accomplishment. While all deaths in Souls feel deserved, the majority of deaths in
Nioh feel cheap, and only detract from it.
Everything is for the most part overly stylised in a poor manner, and most of the mechanics are poorly explained. It feels like
they took anything any of the other games on the market did, and just added it here for the sake of it, with little regard on how it
impacts the overall experience.
The worst part of this game though is that's it's plain boring. Levels are monotonous and uninteresting. Combat provides little
joy. Enemies are clones of each other. Weapons, armour, and items are thrown at you in such quantities, that they become
meaningless and a new source of frustration, since your inventory often becomes full and requires cleaning. Content is endlessly
recycled.
It is really sad, since the game clearly had great talent to work with. There is great music, character models, animations, and it's
technically solid. It's hard to believe that it's possible mismanage all of these resources, while trying to copy a tried and copy
formula, to the degree that you end up with Nioh.
There are moments of brilliance, but they are lost in a sea of boring, repetitive, grindy filler with poorly balanced bosses, bad
writing, and boring levels.. Pros:
The concept is pretty gripping - create replacement daughters, then sacrifice them for their souls' emotions to fuel your real
daughter, and get some alchemical goodies out of them to boot.

The overall tone of the game is as dark as you'd expect for the concept, and the story as it develops is interesting.

The design of the daughters is interesting, in particular, and discovering the various results of combinations makes for a cool bit
of discovery, as is hearing their thoughts in letters.

Cons:
The story takes a bit of a dive at the end.

There is very little challenge. Things don't become expensive over time. There is no time limit. The ways you can lose are so
telegraphed that you have to actively seek them out. You quickly get to a point where you have so much money that you can just
stack up all the bonuses and have more than enough left over.

There is very little progression for the same reason. You get a few upgrades, but once you have them, everything is just a static,
and at that point of the game, cheap cost to maintain and wreap all the benefits.

Overall:
A very dark concept, with cool art and weird designs and a super oppressive tone. But once you've learned the mechanics and
seen all the combinations it has, there really isn't a whole lot to go back to re-visit. It becomes very static.. This game reminds
me of Top Gun so much that I have to wear Aviator sunglasses to play it. Yeah, I've played less of this than probably any of the
three games.

See my review of the first game. All of them are the same.

This is an average as hell top down shooter. It's extremely average in every way. You could also call it "follow the waypoints"
simulator.

I also just noticed, all these games released the same year...

They pumped out all three of these games as soon as they could.

Steer clear.. Very great and interesting game, I am excited to see what the full version has to offer. The puzzles were challenging
yet engaging. The graphics and interface were realistic and really show what the Unreal Engine can do.

For full gameplay of Chapter 1 check out this video:
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